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Alcohol Awareness at UOP

Delta College and UOP celebrate education
San Joaquin Delta College and the University of the Pacific will be
joining together today to commemorate Cooperative Efforts Toward

Excellence in Higher Education. Event
s of the day include a financial
aid workshop, the exploration of UOP college programs, and a
performance by UOP faculty artists.
Community leaders will be on hand to make a series of
presentations. One lecture will discuss San Joaquin County Prospects
and Problems.
Tl\e afternoon Open House consists of a variety of events on the
Delta Campus, led by Delta College faculty. Among these events are a
campus tour of Delta College, a lecture on computer
s for the
handicapped, and a demonstration ofsculpture pouring.
The day will conclude with a reception where special presentations
and acknowledgements will be made. Stanley McCaffrey, president of
the University of the Pacific, and Laurence De Ricco, president of San
Joaquin Delta College will act as hosts.
The event begins today at 1:3(} p.m. in the West Forum of San
Joaquin Delta College.

Tri Delta contracts "Jungle fever'
Delta Delta Delta sorority will be having its' annual "Jungle Fever"
pre-rush party tonight at 6:45p.m. All UOP ladies are invited to at

tend.

Jobs available at PJacement.Center
Need a part time job? The Career Planning and Placement Center

has a variety to offer, including: a marketing assistant, $5 hr.; delivery

person, $3.75 hr.; Field Investigator, $10 per call; and a gift sales per
son, $4 hr. For more information, contact Jo Wagner at the Career
Planning and Placement Center, 946-2361 .

Delta Sigma P i makes Strategic Decisions
UPBEAT and Delta Sigma Pi present Dr. Carl S. Spetzler of the
Strategic Decisions Group. He will discuss decision quality on October
21, at 7 p.m. in the University Center.

'How To Study' mini-courses avaUable
Student Advising and the Academic Skills Center will be offering
the following mini-courses: How to Study Math, October 23, 6:30-8
p.m., and How to Study Chemisrty, October 22, 4-5:30 p.m.
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By Mary Alynn E'Golf

Staff Writer

N

ational Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week, October
20-26, gives UOP students an op
portunity to focus on alcohol
education and alcohol related
issues.

This is the third year UOP has

participated in Alcohol Awareness
Week. The main purpose of the
week is to draw llttention to alco
hol related issues.
Various groups on the UOP
campus will sponsor programs dur
ing the year, and National Collegi
ate Alcohol Awareness Week will
be used to launch these efforts.
"We want to have alcohol pro
gramming spread throughout the
year and have a lot of particitpa
tion from different groups," said
Greta Henglein, director of Grace
Covell, and coordinator of Alco
hol Awareness Week for UOP.
Lately, there has been wide
spread effort to make alcohol
awar eness programming fun.
When students are told to partici
pate, they may not get as much out

of it because they know they have
to be there.
"In the past, students response
to provide many different ways of
approaching the subject of alcohol
awareness. Leadership training the
to alcohol education programming
was, 'you're trying to come in and
tell me not to drink '," according to
Henglein.
Now programs are being offered
Hall Council members in the Resi
ence Halls has provided them with
knowledge of their responsibilities.
Alcohol Awareness Week is just
two years old and will take some
time to build up a history and
reach the campus effectively.
"Student participation has been
pretty good, but it hasn't been to
the involvement that we would
like," said Henglein.
Residential Life has taken a
front-line stand in promoting stu-.
dent participation. The Inter
Fraternity Council, Panhellenic
Council and RHA have also spon
sored programs that have been
representative of two very large
populations of people - the
Residence Halls and Greek houses.

Residence Hall will continue
with their programs this year.
Programs will include a non
alcoholic Tailgate Party at Wemyss
House and a Sober-a-thon at Far
ley House.

"In the past, students' re
spon se

to

alcohol

education programming
was 'you're trying to come
in and tell me not to drink"'
--Greta Henglein
The Greek houses will continue
with their All-Greek Happy Hour
this year on October 22 at 4 p.m.
Each house will be making non
alcoholic punches to be judged by
faculty and administration.
Frrst prize, a stereo system, will
go to the house with the best punch
as they try "to promote the idea of
having a good time without alco
hol," said Greg Boardman, direc
tor of Special Student Life Pro
granlS.

Alpha Chi Omega will also spon
sor a panel discussion on liability

issues concerning alcohol use . It
will be "mostly geared to the

Greek houses, but we're trying to
get them to open it up to include
the residence halls ," commented
Henglein.
Showing people responsible uses
of alcohol through creative
programming will be the main
function of Alcohol Awarenes
s
Week. The time will be used , "not
just to organize prdgrams for the
week, but to start drawing commit
ment from different groups to
have alcohol programming at some
point during the rest of the year,"
stated Henglein.
Alcohol A wareness Week,
which will be shared this year with
Homecoming Week festivities, will
be a priority as people start build
ing floats. There may not be
programs held during this week,
but the year as a whole, will be
much more full.
"The whole point is to have that
week be a focal point for what
we're going to do all year lona, and
to get as many students as
involved as possible,'' stated Hens
lein.

many

actively

How to drink defensively

A

s campuses around the coun
try gear up for the third
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week (October 20-25),
the scores from the second week
are just getting posted.
Grades
have shot up, though they're still
not passing: 59 percent of
Americans can pass the E.A.T.
(Equivalence Aptitude Test), up
from 17 percent just four years
ago. Passing means knowing the
simple but crucial formula (and
you don't need a calculator): The
most common servings of beer (12
ounces), wine (5 ounces) and spirits
(1 \4) contain equal amounts of
alcohol.
Why is passing the E. A. T. and

participating in Awareness Week
so important? To be responsible,
we need to know facts, not mvths
about alcohol.
All those prep
courses won't help the student who
gets behind the wheel thinking he's
had "just a few beers." Far too
many accidents are caused by such
information. Maybe that's why 50
percent of all drinking fatalities are
caused by drunk drivers. Two
thirds of all those arrested for DUI
"just had beer ."
Knowing some other common
sense college survival tips may also
save lives during the school year:
1. Don't drive after your next
tailgate party or happy hour whether you've had beer, wine or

spirits. One American dies in an
alcohol-related traffic accident ev
ery thiry-five minutes. Better walk
an extra mile or spend the night at
a friend's than risk taking lives on
the road.
2. Eat something - never drink
on an empty stomach. Eat before
you go to a party, eat while you're
there. Solid food like cheese can
slow down the alcohol absorption
rate. If you're throwing a party,
serve lots of munchies and plenty
of mixers .
3. Don't be pushed into drinking
more than you can handle and
don't pressure your friends to keep
up with you. Everyone has an
individual tolerance. Let your
themselves.
friends

4. Keep a watchful eye: Cock
tails should contain no more than 1
1 /4 oz. of spirits, wine is common
ly no more than a 5 oz. serving and
a typical serving of beer is 12 oz. If
you're mixing your own drink , use
a shot glass to measure your
liquor.
S. Know yourself - and your
mood. If you rarely drink,
chugging a few beers will affect
you faster than it would affect
someone who is accustomed to
drinking. Your mood can also
influence the way you react to a
drink . If you're depressed over a
test, drinking will depress you
further.

(continued on page 2, column 1)

Lab there to help
By Barbara Maccarone

Staff Wnter

S

tudents
with
writing
problems can now find help

at the writing lab.
Open to the entire campus, the
writing lab is staffed with English
Department faculty members and
graduate students. Staff members
are available in the lab on Thurs
days and Fridays form 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. The lab is located in 3 1 1
Knoles Hall.
"Any student with a writing
problem can come in," said
English Department Professor, Dr.
Marc Wolterbeek. Students can
use the lab to overcome problems
with writing skills or to work on
writing assignments. "A student
can come in with a paper at any
stage; beginning, middle, or end,"

added Wolterbeek.
Students fmd their way to the
lab through teacher referrals, the
Academic Sldlls Center, self refer

ral and through English courses.
Some students enrolled in AEN 73 ,
Introduction to Writing, are re
quired to spend one afternoon a

week in the lab.
Once at the lab, stL>4ent.s are
able to sign up to see either a
faculty member or a graduate
student. The staff member will
work with the student until the
problem is resolved. "If a student

comes in on a weekly basis, we
require him to get a tutor," stated
Wolterbeek.
The English Department works
closely with the Community
Involvement Program when hiring
English tutors. Unlike the past
there is now a screening process,
guidelines for tutors, and required
meetings between the student, tu
tor and faculty member. Accord
ing to Wolterbeek, "Students and
tutors are required to come into the
lab once every two weeks.'' At this
time, the faculty member is able to
monitor the student's progress and
discuss any problems that the stu
dent or tutor may have.
Another feature of the Writing
Lab is Mini Courses. Offered each
Thursday and Friday, mini courses
deal with problems such as sub
ject-vern agreement, the use of am
mas, or the predication of sentenc
es. There is no set plan for mini
courses. The topics are designed to
meet the needs of students.
Wolterbeek began the Writing
Lab six weeks ago specifacally for
the use of English Department
students. When faculty members
Kim Bowers, Doug Tedards and
many graduates students became
available, the lab opened to the
entire campus. "There has been a
definite need for this type of
facility," added Wolterbeek.

14 last year's Homecoming Parade, SAE and Tri Delta received lint
place for originality with their version of an X-Wing fighter.
Homecoming Week Schedule

Monday, October 20: 10 fmalists (five women for Homecoming
Queen and five men for Homecoming King), will give speech es in the
University Center at noon.'
Tuesday, October 21: Voting for the Homecoming King and Queen
will take place all day in the University Center.
Thursday, October 23: The crowning of the Homecoming King and
Queen will take place at S p.m. in the University Center. The Bonfire
will follow immediately after the crowning.
Saturday, October 25: The entire Court will ride in the Homecoming
At 2:00 is the kickoff vs. San Jose State.
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ASUOP Senate in the spotlight
dent, the Director of Academic
Affairs, two representatives from
each constituent school (COPA,
SBPA, SAPHA, AES), three stu
dents from each class, and one
member each representing the Re
sidence Han Association, Panhelle
nic Council, Interfraternity Coun
cil and Off-Campus. All students
are elected by the groups they
represent in general elections dur

Wf'ter

By Ulrika Gamboa
S taff

Meghan Gwin, Rob Lanterman,
and Advisor Gillian Murphy.

''I Jhat is the ASUOP Senate?
VV The Senate is the legislative

branch of the student association
Accordi ng to the
of UOP.
ASUOP Constitution, "its mem
bership is responsible for ap
proving the expenditure of student
funds; confuming appointments to
Executive and Judicial positions;
setting policy and enacting
legislation."
"It's important that students
know about the ASUOP Senate
for two reasons," says ASUOP
President Rob Lanterman."First
off, the Senate has the final say on
the disbursement of the ASUOP
fees. If students don't like how
their money is being used, they can
take up their case in the Senate.
Secondly, the rules lll"d restrictions
on tbe adminiStration of the pro
grams and services of ASUOP are
established by the Senate. Here
apin, if a student doesn't like the
way things are run, here's the place
to come to make a change.''
The Senate is comprised of 28
members, which 'include the Presi-

Issues and BUb

mation to the Senate on current
student issues and concerns, deve
lops programs and services that
involve ASUOP. Tom Fulton, Ben

"
�
�c:

for budgeting and funding for ct
ASUOP. Metnbers: Jeff Boyd,
.BTYl!fi Cruz, Cheryl Demetriff,

The ASUOP Senate in action.
Kakimoto, Eric Kjeldgaard, Rob
Lanterman, Heather Rosnow,
Ch.inh Vu and Michelle Williams
are this committee's members.
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For Sale Super SINGLE Waterbed

with pads and heater. Excellent
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$85
please
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leather interior, 5 speed. Loadl!d,
excellent condition. Must see$6,700- best offer. 477-6SG5.

forget. Through thick and thin, I'll
always be there to be a friend. Stop
by Ithaca someday and give me a
hug.
Love, Steve

Mary liarmeyer

··""'

1981 special addition Honda

Jill
Thank you for a weekend I'll never

Michelle Decker

1

Classifieds

For Sale:
Alto Sax, Fender guitar amp, P-V

Editorial Editor

Brian Thompson

(continued on page 9, column 3)

Very clean 1981 Jsuzu 1 Mark IS.
One owner, low miles, 5-speed,
A/C, cassette stereo w/boostergraphic EQ, sport rims, racing
stripe:;, $2,950 OBO. Call 4780279.

News Editor

Patly Fellows

could no longer check them out for
two days. "The library has added
an extra copy machine fofSfudentS
to photocopy the articles they need
for research," Odom stated.
"The one good thing about
our system is that although many
of our journals do get scattered
around the library, they never
leave the library. Each one of our
journals is protected by the new
security systetn. Students who hide
journals in their bags will be de
tected as the y leave:·
Students reacuons to the new
system were both positive and
negative. When asked what they
liked and disliked about the new
periodicals system, most students
said they liked being able to walk
in and grab as many periodicals,

For Sale:

Editor In Chit/

I

1

Have a great B-Day. Sorry I won't
be here, but that's the way it goes.
You probably need the room to
yourself anyway, you Maui Stud!
Your roommate, Jamie

rt'ake good care of her. She means
Kirk

the world to a lot of people
'
including me.
Later Days, Steve

Zack

monitors issues
that relate to student safety and
advises the Senate on such issues.
Metnbers are Karin Bootsma, W�
Harris, Rob Lanterman, Clare
Reid and Jim Wood. There are
three vacancies on this committee

Student Safety

Periodicals get
_ w ar�angement
ne

The Pacifican

Sophomore

Jeff Boyd 946-9342
Kim Eres 946-9315
Eric Kjeldgaard 944-7770

Junior

Norman Allen 944-7179
Ben Kakimoto 946-2233

lave a GREAT day! You're the
best.
Love, your Phi Delta Chi little
sister.

dare Reid 944-7144

Senior

Cheryl Demetriff 944-7341
Rick Linn 951-0258

SASBPA

Kevin Burton 952-2298
Jim Wood 957-1294

The second option is what is
called an open forum. Held on
the first Monday of each month
sche
regularl y
the
during
duled Senate meeting, open for
ums give the student body a chance
to bring issues directly to the
Senate. A student who wishes to
participate in an open forum must
submit a written statement or argu
ment of the topic they wish to
discuss, to the ASUOP ofnce by 10
a.m. on that Monday.
The nrst open forum will take
place on November 3. Allen en
courages students to take advan
tage of this opportunity, adding,
"if a student has a concern, we'U
look into it."

�

Flnance Committee - responsible

Still located in the old Martin
Library (second floor of the new
library}, the periodical section was
rearranged this past summer to
allow students easier access to
journals and magazines that once
had to be requested. The new
periodical section now incor
porates journals dating back to
1970 with more current journals.
According
to
student
assistant, Cecily Odom, who
shelves magazines and periodicals,
"The new system is much better
because students can now fmd the
research materials they need
without waiting in line to request
them. They can just walk right in
and get what they need because it
will more than likely be there.
When asked about the differen
ces between this years and last
years systetn, Odom pointed out
that although students could easily
get the materials they needed, they

0
Yasmin Massi s 946-202

Chinh Vu 944-7655

class or school).

1:

committees.

beer, wine and liquor.
2. Myth no. 2: Coffee can sober
you up if you're drunk. Wrong
again. Coffee may wake you up,
but it won't sober you up. If you
drink one too many and then have
a cup of coffee and drive, you are
just a wide-awake drunk behind
the wheel. J\}so, taking a cold
shower won't do the trick either.
That's only going to make you a
wet drunk.

Freshman
Bryan Cruz 944-7480

influence what it does.''
The Senate holds meetings each
Monday night in the University
Center Conference Room at 9 p.m.
Meetings last between one and two
hours.
Students have two choic es when
they want to bring up an issue to
the Senate. The nrst is through
contact with a Senator (not neces
sarily a senator from the student's

on developing the highest possible
voter awareness and turnout for
elections, and the revision of by
laws. Members are Kim Eres, Kev
in Burton, Laura Jimenez, TlDl
Kitchen, Yasmin Massis, and Sen
ate Speaker Norman Allen, who
has a seat on each one of the

Just as there are helpful tips to
remember, there are also some
common and dangerotts myths
about alcohol that should be
dispelled:
I. Myth no. 1: You can pace
yourself by switching from liquor
to beer or wine. Wrong. You
consume the same amount of alco
hol - and can get just as drunk from the most common servings of

Stephanie Gandy

.

EJections and By Laws - working

(continued/rom page 1)
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they
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safety and com fort of students .
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ing a more visible
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pus. All
important body. It has certam
responsibilities which directly af
fect the students. Probably for that
reason students reallY should be
'
aware or the Senate and actively

ested students.

ing the spring.
These senators also form com
mittees so they can look further
into specific areas of student inter
est. These committees, their func
tions, and members are as follows:

Alcohol

I

- provides infor

to be filled by inter

-

Linn , and Ingrid Rupel.
The main objective of the Senate
is to represent student opinion and
to listen to their concerns. Norman
Allen, speaker of Senate, stres,sed
"We want to serve the students
each Senator has the responsibility
to contact his constituents, and at
the same time students have the
responsibility to contact their
senators."

SAPHA

Brandon Brodt 952-1319
Chris Chang 944-7229

AES
Karin Bootsma 474-9398
Tim Kitchen 477-4680

COPA

John Demas 944- 7692
Michelle Williams 946-2020

PanbeUenic

Denise Jackson 946-9373

Inter-Fraternity

Tom Fulton 946-2897

ASUOP President Rob Lanter
man, and Academic Affairs Direc
tor John Jensen may be contacted
at the ASUOP Office at 946-2233.

Spock addresses students
_......,_-.

. .

Asst�tant News Editor
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By Patty Fellows

Most of the UOP students sit
ting in the audience o( Dr. Benja..._...
min Spock's lecture Monday could
very likely have been raised on his
philosophies of childcare. Spock's
Baby and Child Care,
book
written in 1946 is second only to
the Bible in total book sales and
has been translated into 39
languages.
Spock believes his book is so
influential because "it's kind and
friendly to parents. Some childcare
books are condescending or critical
to parents," said Spock. "My
book doesn't scare parents, it reas
sures them. I tell them not to worry
too much if their child falls out of
bed... an children ran out of bed
once in a while!"
The subject of Spock's lecture to
Dr. Carol Ann Hall's public rela
tions class, however, was not on
childcare. Instead, he spoke on his
involvement in the protests against
the U.S. government's involve
ment in the Vietnam war.
Dr. Spock became involved in
the disarmament movement in
1962 when he helped support the
Test Ban Treaty, an agreement
between the U.S. and the Soviet
Union to ban the nuclear testing
underground.
"Some people thought I turned
my back on pediatrics by working
for the treaty," said Spock.
"Actually I saw it as an extension
of pediatrics. Nuclear testing has a
direct effect on the number of
children with cancer , leukemia and
birth defects."
Spock then worked with Lyndon
B. Johnson in his campaign for the
presidency in 1964. "I supported
Johnson because he said he advo
cated disarmament. In three
months he did exactly the opposite

of what he promised and sent
fighting troops to Viet Nam," said

Spock.
At that time, few AMericans'
were opposed to U.S. actions iii
Viet Nam. "The opposition came
from students because they were
always threatened by the draft.
They were afraid of being sent to
kill and be killed," said Spock.
Spock became a popular speaker
during the war era at colleges and
universities across the nation.
"Young people were eager to hear
older people and why they were
opposed to the war," said Spock.
When he arrived on the campu
ses, Spock often asked students
what their own faculty believed.
According to Spock, the English,
History, Physics and Chemistry
departments were generally op
opposed to our intervention, while
·Political Science and Engineering
departments usually supported our
participation. "I think the Political
Science professors were an frust�
rated 'state departmc;rn types"' said
Spock. "They always wanted to be
part of the strongest country,
planning imperialist ventures ar
ound the world."
As Spock lectured, he saw a
gradual swelling movement of dis
sention from big city universities
like Harvard, Yale and the Univer
sity of Michigan to the southern
universities. "South erners take

thcir palri.otism straighter than Nor-

�
�

u

theners," he said ... It took five
years for me to be invited to a �
southern university like Alabama
Renowned pediatrician Dr. Benjamin Spock speaks to students.
or Georgia."
Where did all the protesting
Spock watched the
begin?
70's. They were "wonderful peop
they wanted, instead, to see bow
dissention build over a variety of
le," he said. "They discussed
simply we should live."
issues. Said Spock, "They began to
things that were new to me. In
Spock has been accused of rais
realize it was okay to oppose your
stead of jumping into the rat race
ing hippies with his childcare book,
government if you felt you must."
they talked about working in a
however. he disagrees. "young
Spock liked working with the
coope rative; rather than accu
people influenced me more than
young protesters of the 60's and
mulating money and possessions
! influence young people."

Media Day attracts students
By Bryan Cruz
Sports Ed1tor

Media Day oo, an mtensive
one-day workshop for high school
journalists and their advisers, will
be presented Saturday, October 18
at UOP.
All-day sessions for students will
be conducted in various publica
tion categories including news, feat
ure, editorial, sports, cartooning
photography, graphics, broadcast'
'
and public relations.
Students will gain hands-on ex
perience from workshop assign-

ments that can be used in student
publications after the workshop.
Instructors from the Stockton

:

Record, Polo Alto Times Tribune
San Jose Mercury News, KUOP
Stanislaus Farm News and UOP

will be present.

The top students in each seminar

will be presented with an award·

during an assembly at the end of
the day. In addition, each work
shop particpant will be given a
certificate from the University for
completing the workshop.
Advisers will attend an ali-day
Communication and Youth News

�

session on the cooperative news
service for the high school press
led by Craig Trygstad. Tryg!>tad i
the founder and director of Youth
Service, with headquarters in Wa
shington D.C. He speaks throug
hout the nation to state and nation
meetings of scholastic journal
ISts.
A $10 registration fee for stu
dents and a $15 registration fee for
advisers covers instruction and
lunch. In addition, complimentary
tickets to the UOP vs UC Irvine
Women's Volley ball game the

�

night of October 18 will be provid
ed to workshop participants.
"This program is designed to
give students a head-start' in hav
ing their skills and to enable them
to enhance their publications,"
says Dr. Carol Ann Hall, Media
Day 86 coordinator. Hall is striv
ing for 100 students this year, from
Northern California, Northern Ne
vada, and some targeted schools in
Southern California.
For additionial information con
tact Dr. Carol Ann Hall , Depart
ment of Communication.
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aCR O S S t h € n at iO n ·
At a glance

'Yas�gton Center �nternship Prost� in Wuhington. D.C

aff� s!udents �rom all dtsd.plines an opponunity to participate in
expenential �g for academic credit. The Internship Program
The

••

.
provided juHmne supervised

work experience and weekly academic
seminars for under graduate and graduate students.
'The pr08faln co�bines �m�the-job experience with academic study
to b�lp studen� build a so�d foundation for their professional future. .
An InformatiOnal Meetmg concerning the Washington Center
� will be held on Monday, October 20, 1986, in Wendell ·
}'billips Center, Room 130 at 4 p.m. Those interested students who are .
unable �Q attend th� meetin� are encou(�edAo contactthe College of
p/Intemsh1p Progr�: 1st Floor, Anderson HaQ for
the P�cd'ic

�

,Demetriff 944-7 34

m n 9 t -m.s8

1

,

'·

more infortnation.

Oldo Govemor Richard Celeste gather(ld 100 c�llege and high school
reporters at Kent State two weekds ago. admitting he was taking "a lit�
de bit of an advantage " i n holding the event a t Kent State.
When he was governor in 1970, James Rhodes, now Celeste's
opponent, senJ the Ohio National Ouardstnen who killed four Kent
State stUdents and wounded nine others on the campus.
used what he concede<£,.�as�trflpress attention to �YP,<t.
was agunsunandatocy dtug testing of stUdents.

�este

n Brodt 952- 1 3 1 9
ng 944-7 229

Average .med student graduates $30,000 i n debt. The grads'

debt by

far the b1ggest of all kinds of majors, is nearly double the averag; of
1980, a new American Medical Association survey found.

Caronna�Asheyllle Stuclepts face suspension. The'ZOO
to �o"!J'lY �til a new state requirement to show proof
of measl� munum111tion thiS fall , SQ "\\(thave lio other choiw than to
suspend tnem,'} Student Affairs VicePr¢sident. Eric Iovacchini said.
Some :WO N.
students

f�ed

� prot say� �otre Dame punished him for his homosexuality,

athetSm. Prof. William Storey, a founder of the university's theology
srad program; says he retired in 1985 because administrators cut the
site of classes .�oon after publication of articles in which he confessed
to being gay and an athesist.
. Storey last weel< . display�d a lett�:'-{Jn 1Which theology
Olainnan Father RichardMcBrien li�f.i¢ally said Storey could teach

the

bl}>t.

···'
·
'
;/!·•·• '1+•
only 12 grad students a terrn. ·
"The only problem is I'm gay and I had
nerve to admit it ''
Storey said in announcing he'd filed formal complaints against
·

Dame.

Notre

IJJdversitY Of Colorado Bans .DriDkiq In Donns, ,but waffles on sex
After making 21 &inking arrests in �ne'weekend- comp&re,(l to'¥1
last Y«tt -- police said they'd increase . alcohol patrols in ttte
·
.

considerable protest about wording in a handbook that
But
banned dopn �esidents from "sleeping together (or) going to bed with
another person.,n their campus �orm coun,cil voted to rewrite the rule
to suggest sex is okay if it doesn 't,upset o
thers' privacy.

after

Ateraae Student Has About $123 A Month in 'discretionary income'
A Simmons Market Research Bureau study of student money
affairs also found that about half the nation's students have credit
cards, and spend the money on clothes, beauty aids, music, candy and
books, in that order.
A Boston promoter, meanwhile, last week held a "College Fest" at
which 6S companies displayed their wares at nearly 100 booths, hoping
to gain an entry into what popcorn .sal�en Ken Meyers called "a

major thatket in'Boston."

"'

· · ''

The Roman Catholic Church is in the throes of its most serious
crises ever-a severe shonage of candidates for the priesthood.
o figures bottomed out in the early 1 980's and have been
Ordinatin
the
incbJng upward since, but not fast enough · to keep pace with
&rowing number of Catholics world wide.

Notes From A1l Over: The housing crun<::h at Cornell College in Iowa
was so bad that two freshmen were temporarily housed in a span
AlOin in President David Marker's hollse University of Florida Jaw
�t Wendell Whitehouse, so frustrated about campus parking
�wned
l'b>blem,s is trying to form a student fJ.CJn to build a student
thern
Sou
the
ms,
proble
Raae next to campus Bothered by money
19
mber
Septe
the
at
play
to
itself
cat marching band sent a tape of
Baylor game in waco.
•..

•..
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Students ca n master' Cl ass e s
T

ALLAi-IA.SSEE, FL (CPS) 
- Students do much better
and get higher grades in classes
when they know what's expected
of them in advance, a Florida State
_University professor says.
"Students are more likely to
work harder when they know not
only what's expected of them, but
how the grading works," FSU's
Marcy Driscoll found in studying
student performances in different
kinds of classes.
As a result, Driscoll wants the
. nation ' s teachers to adopt
"mastery classes" in which tea
chers give students the same test at
least twice, outline grading policies
carefully and make their expec
tations of students explicit.
Her research, she says, shows
students in the "mastery" classes
tended to perform at higher levels

I

than students in other kinds of
courses.
,
"Students typically work for the
grade they think they can get. By
knowing what can give them an
'A' , it makes them just that much
more confident, " adds Driscoll,
who hopes her work will influence
teacher education programs.
However the National Educa
tion Association (NEA), although
supporting mastery classes as a
theory, worries studies like Dris
coll's don't always lead to practical
new teaching techniques.
"Most peopfe who study teach
ing
methodolog y
support
'mastery, ' despite arguing" over
how difficult it is to give teachers
guidlines to handle all the situa
tions that might arise spontaneous
ly in a classroom, says Jerry Bled
soe of the NEA.

"The problem we have identified

is that students may learn just
enough to get by. Teachers fall into

the trap of 'teaching to the test,'
thereby avoiding student experi
mentation and spontaneity," he
warns.
Driscoll disagrees.
"When I lowered the minimum
score for an 'A' in my class, I
found students worked harder and
exceeded their expectations," she
says. "Students know where they
stand. They realize they don't have
to get just the minimum.''
"Minimum" grades used to be
whatever got the student to pass,
but Driscoll thinks the traditional
letter grades may eventually give
way to pass/fail systems.
"It's more a case of the student
saying 'What can I learn out of
this course' instead of getting a

grade, " she says. The pass/fail
system "gets away from compar
ing one student to another" all the
time.
Insisting grades are the least of
the problems in the mastery-based
plan, Bledsoe says schools h�tve
much more difficult classroom
problems.
''Our greatest challenge is main
taining student's individuality.
Look at the problem in Japanese
schools," he says. "They prepare
students well for math and science,
but they sti fle the students'
creativity."
"There is nothing to indicate the
content {of a mastery-based class)
is restrictive," Driscoll says
"I have always felt a student can
learn anything given enough time
and materials and teachers sup
port," she concludes.

A n d th e
D isease found at two schools
su rvey says I
O

BERLIN, OH--The nation's
college students are more
conservative in their attitudes ab
out a wide range of subjects than
the generation which preceded
them, according to the most
penetrating survey of college
student attitudes ever undertaken.
Student Watch '86, conducted
by Simmons Market Research
Bureau for the College Stores
Research & Educational Foun
dation, provided for the first
time, an in�epth look at a separate
and important force in America's
social/political/economic picture-1 2.5 million students with over $20
billion in discretionary annual
spending.
The Foundation that funded
the $250,000 survey is the research
arm of the National Association of
College Stores, a trade association
with more than 2, 700 college
store members and 1 ,000 associate
members across the U.S., Canada
and other countries.
Based on responses from
4,349 randomly selected students
who answered a 29-page question
naire, this picture of general at
titudes emerged from America's
college and university campuses:
-Fifty-six percent think sex before
marriage is always or sometimes
wrong, while 95 percent believe sex
outside marriage is always or
sometimes wrong, and 69 percent
prefer postponing marriage until
they have achieved other goals.
--Seventy percent believe that
cigarettes are harmful and 48 per
cent indicated they would not even
date someone who smokes.
-Seventy-three percent favor the
death penalty, and 69.9 percent
think abortion should be legal.
-Eighty-four percent think cocaine
is harmful and 62 percent believe
marijuana use is also unwise, but
only 10 percent feel that way about
alcohol.
- Respondents expressed their
political views and alignment; 37
percent considered themselves
Republicans, 31 percent indepen
dents, and only 28 percent listed

n the last two weeks, of
ficials at two different cam
puses 200 miles apart have found
bacteria associated with Legion�
naires' disease in their air con
ditioning systems.
One person has contracted the
disease, while 20 others are under
going tests to make sure they
don't have it.
At Yale's Dunham Computer
Center ..md Maryland 's Mill
Building, officials said they began
searching for causes after workers
complained of headaches and nau
sea. On both campuses, health
worker found Legionella pneu
mophilla in the cooling tanks of
the air conditioning systems.
The disease, once thought to be
highly contagious, caused a nation
al panic in 1976 when it frrst
surfaced among people who at
tended an American Legion conven
tion in Philadelphia. Doctors have
since found the disease is not
contagious.
Thirty four people eventually
died from the disease that year.

At Yale's computer center last
week, the water cooling tank was
treated with chemicals to kill the
bacteria, but then overflowed,
leaked through the ceiling and
dripped onto the desk of the
now-infected employee.
University officials would not
identify the employee, but said the
person was in satisfactory con
dition.
Maryland closed its building
when officials found the bacteria
in the air conditioning system, and
employees complained about sore
throats. nausea and headaches.
About 20 employees underwent
blood tests, but health officials
found no case of Legionnaires'
disease and no one is seriously ill ,
university health care officials say.
Other health observers add the
curious timing and appearance of
the bacteria on the two campuses
probably doesn't mean there's a
nationwide outbreak of Legion
naires' disease incubating on A
merica's campuses.
"tbis. shouldn't cause concern, "

says Dr . Suzanne Laussucq,
medical epidemiologist for the
Center for Disease Control in At
lanta.
Connecticut state health depart
ment epidemiologist Dr. Narda
Tolentino concurs the Yale and
Maryland incidents probably were
random flukes, though the bacteria
in question is "ubiquitous. "
"If I were to take cultures o f any
water faucet, windowsill or refrld
gerator, I would fmd this bacteri�
a," Tolentino says.
College students, she adds, are
not as vulnerable to the pneumoni
a-causing bacteria as older males
with respiratory illnesses. Smokers
and people who drink a lot of
alcohol are more vulnerable than
others.
And Laussucq notes the sym�
toms described by Maryland's em�
ployees are not classic Legionnair
es' disease symptoms.
Legionnaires' disease symptoms
include fever, cough and shortness
of breath, she says.

o ways to leave
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Forecast: Even high. above sea level,
--

you'll find a warm atmosphere.
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There's more to Club Med than miles of
white, sandy beaches. There are miles of white, snow
capped mountains. With 74 trails for unlim ited
downhill skiing. Lessons each morning and after
noon. And cross-country skiing on 22 miles of trails.
lee skating, a jacuzzi, delectable French cuisine,
not to mention that special climate of a Club Med
vil lage. This is Copper Moun tam, Colorado. The
perfect ski vacatio n.
We're Club Med experts. Come in and talk to
us. And find out why Club Med in
Copper Mountain has the peifect
climate for body and soul.
* Per person. per weE>I<, double
occupancy. Does not includt::
membership fees. All prices
subject to change.
© Club Med, Inc 1985

GULLIVERS WORLD OF TRAVEL
Stockton's Qub Med Experts
2540 Pacific Ave (Y2 Mile South of Campus)
948-TOUR

Club Med:The pe�t clmate for body and sou[

Apple• has two ways to put you ahead
of the competition. And keep you there.
just take part in a five minute
Jemonstration of the Macintosh"' per
sonal computer.
You'll see how Macintosh can
help you work better, faster and smarter.

You 'll also qualify to win a Trek•
12-speed touring bike. And you'll walk
away with a free bicycle cap.
Macintosh and a Trek bike.
Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
J.
anywhere you want to go.
a

l
Cil/l< .'"·mla!Jie u·!J1h' supp(r la.<t.<. Trek" �' 11 /Tiufm/1/rk q[Tid HI!Jdt•
Offer mlriclinn.,· muldetail( are tlrailable tllyour llllfrtX'OIIIpulerrenter HtJ�·fe
ks of W•lt• Complllt'T. Inc .1/ill.mlosb �' 11 tradem11rk o[Md11111sh
eApple lrJKII are rt'R�<tm�f tmdemar
l!
t
t."i1rp. ID J')H6A{Ij11e Computer. Inc. Apple lllld
l fh ''·'· t�-rfm!!i/if>"JIII.Won
l.ahomtory. Inc a11d is ht'inp "'f!(/ n
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would "imply a research university. ' '
.
.
And before anyone knew what was happerung, FranCis fears
"SMSU would want to become one of them. "
"That, " h e adds, "takes big dollars . "
" I feel i f the state needs a better research center, they should
upgrade UM instead of creating a new one," he explains.
"I don't think anyone here considers this a threat to the University
of Missouri," the anonymous administrator replies. "We do not have
any great designs to duplicate what they have."
Opponents are confident for the moment the legislature w�'t
rename SMSU anytime soon, but note state Gov. John Ashcroft 1S a

former state SMSU professor.
An Ashcroft aide, though, says the governor has not taken a stand
on the issue yet.
Such heat is not uncommon when . colleges try to change their

·survey
(Continuedfrom page 3)

themselves as Democrats.
scientists,
and
--Doctors,
professors are highly respected by
students.
But reporters, gover
nment workers, and politicians had
better mind their 'public image,'
because 60 percent, 47 percent and
70 percent, respectively, of studen
ts had little or no trust in these
professions.
-Sixty-nine percent of the students
said religion was important to

varying degrees in their lives, and

26 percent said they attended

religious services at least once a
week; 5 1 percent attend at least
once a month.
The survey also provided ar
insight into financial habits of
students, including the fact that 48
percent live off campus, and, in ef
fect, run households.
Fifty percent of the respon
dents get more than half of their
discretionary income from their
own earnings, and 58 percent of
those said they earned over $2,000
last year, while 25 percent earned

over $5,000.
When
comes
to
it
discretionary spending, 6 1 percent
said they had $100 per month or
more to spend. Nineteen percent
in that group has between $ 1 50-249
and another 1 9 percent spend $250
or more. The largest dollar expen
ditures by students during the
school year were at the college
store, with a median of $248.61 .
Ninety-six percent said they
spent more money on clothing
during the past school year than on
any other category-with a median
expenditure of $ 1 87.40. Four per-

cent of all discretionary income
was spent on health and beauty
aids.
ln other survey highlights, 56
percent have and use bank credit
cards, 4 1 percent have borrowed
money to attend college, and 86
percent have savings accounts.
College students are owners of
high-priced items as well: sixteen
percent have a new car, 39 percent
purchased a used car; 78 percent
own a television set, 66 percent a
stereo system; 36 percent a 35 mm
camera and 1 7 percent a computer.

names, however.
Prolonged statewide political fights broke out in recent years when
Minot State College in North Dakota tried to change its name to
Dakota Northwestern University and the University of Southwestern
Louisiana campaigned to become the University of Louisiana.
Some people at Metropolitan State College sporadically have
promoted changing the school's name to something more identifiable
with Denver, where it resides, but never overcome alumni and faculty
resistance to the idea.
In mid-fight in 1 984, a Louisiana State University official called
USL's name change request, which it ultimately won, "silly, selfiSh
and self-centered. "
I n 1 984, North Dakota voters ultimately rejected Minot State's
name change, apparently for fear a fancy new name would require
'
fancy new funding.
Less rancorously, in August, Wayne State College voluntarily
changed its name to Wayne State College of Nebraska in hopes of
easing ongoing confusion with Wayne State University, which is in
Detroit.
Wayne State of Nebraska officials say the name change is working
well, although the school no longer gets checks meant for Detroit.
"We got a $ 1 ,500 check once," a spokesman for the Nebraska
school confides. "We offered to keep it as a donation, but they kind
of wanted it back. "
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Th P_acifican 's coverage of Dr. Harry Edwards
speech on the
�

of lack athletes has probably sparked some emotion
s
.
§
� among the coaching and athletic staff.
Edwards made his point clear. He used statistics such as "57 percent
� of all pro football players ..are black and 75 percent of all pro �
� bask�ball players are. bla�k . to �how that black athletes are being �
exploited. Edwards �rud his s1tuatton exists because "Chances of high
� status careers are slight . for blacks so they must resort to athletics. �
� nus concept bf Edwards is wrong and irrelevant.
�
Edwards and so many other blacks are living proof that blacks can
succeed. Edwards has a doctorate and is a Sociology professor at UC

� explmtation

I

I

�

�

�
�
I Berkeley, one of the nations prestigious universities. If he can make it
� so can other blacks.
i Black athletes �ave an added advantage. They are the individuals
to large unive�ities. More money is spent on
� gettin� scholars�ps
schol ships than
�

�
�
I

i
�

�

��

� athletic
� ies. Blacks,

on acadeiruc scholarships at most universit- �
�
smce they make up a large percentage of the athletics �
usuallY get th� scholarships. Scholarships are not given to peopl
� because of the1r color. Scholarships are given to people because of �
� their talent and ability to perform in the sport.
�
Edwards said �lacks have only slight chances of making it in a high
.
� sta us career. Bemg an athle�e _1s not a low-status career. Ask any �
senous at ete, black or not, 1f lie would mind playing a professional
s
g port, he d probably say"of course not . " The fmancial and social �
§
g rewards of being an athlete are not small.
The rewards may be large but getting to be a top athlete is not a
� small task. When an athlete is at a university, he not only has to think
� about his sport but also his academics. It is up to the athlete to set
� priorities. It may be difficult to devote a lot of time to academics when �
there is such pressure from the coaching staff but many non-athletes
also have to devote long hours to part-time jobs to support themselves
� through college. The best advice that Edwards gave was for athletes to �
demand from the university academically as much as the university
� demands from them, athletically.
�
If black athletes, or all athletes for that manner, feel that they are
� being exploited, they are right. No one profession exists in which talent
� is not exploited or rather used to the fullest extent. The coaches are not §
exploiting blacks, people who resort to calling athletes "dumb jocks"
are.
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College sporadically have
to �mething more identiflabk
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! with vigor to have been offered scholarships. Yes, they had to work �
� hard, but so do many other students. Unfortunately, as many �

�
�
� The coaches have a right to expect a good performance. The athletes
� were not forced into playing sports. They must have pursued athletics
�

�
�

�

I

�

scholarship opportunities do not exist for good academic students as . �
for good athletic students. Athletes are not being exploited, in many �
cases; they are being given the opportunity of a lifetime to pursue a
�
professional athletic career and a good education.
If athletes want exploitation to stop, maybe they should stop
accepting scholarships. Scholarships are in one way form of payment
to the athletes for their performance on the field or on the court.

�
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Hey Now!
ls and collegC:S
Homecoming is a traditional occasion at high schoo
to show theu
able
are
s
group
Living
ion.
except
no
is
everywhere; UOP
looks for
ody
spirit and creativity in the parade while virtually everyb
to return
eager
are
Alumni
ward to the Homecoming football game.
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and see the changes here at UOP.
.
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.
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Th ere's hop e yet for arm s red u ctio ns

Editor's note: It was a summit of
.
uncertamty.
Political analysts
were having a field day trying to
forecast the results of the rare
meeting between President Reagan
and Mikhail Gorbachev in Reyk
javik, Iceland.
The media bombarded the
nation with predictions that a
sweeping arms control agreement
would be signed. The nation was,
perhaps, expecting too much and
was disappointed with the results.
The results may not be what
they expected, but they offer hope,

T

,he failure of the United
States and the Soviet Ullicn

to reach a comprehensive arms
control agreement at the Iceland
summit is more serious than
President Reagan is telling the
nation, less serious that Mikhail
Gorbachev is telling the world.
It is more serious than Reagan is
saying because the barrier to agree
ment - Reagan's insistance on
being allowed to test his Strategic
Defense Initiative (SOl) "Star
Wars" space weapons outside the
laboratory - is scientifically and
politically shaky.
It is less serious than Gorba
chev's warning of "unpredictable
military and political consequen
ces" because the Soviets have
shown a willingness to negotiate.
Both sides have agreed to cut
strategic weapons by more than 50
percent and agreements were near
on eliminating all intermediate
range nuclear warheads the two
nations have deployed in Europe
when the summit adjourned over
the "Star Wars" issue.
The evidence suggests that Rea
gan had not anticipated Gorba
chev's startling proposal -- elimi
nation of offensive weapons in 10

Reagan remains committed to
exploring an effective shield
against nuclear missiles 'and a belief
that the Soviets would not comply

Until next week -- 'Bye!

ding foy!!r
Coming next Friday to a dining hall or buil
a spe_cwl
extr
r
supe
near you . . . the new, expande.d!
, look for 1t �n
t
Don
wn_.
ed1t
Pacijican -- the Home�omin�
fort. P1ck
!lzursday; an issue thiS spec1al requ�res extra ef
It up next Friday!
' -..
�

That attack on the right coupled
with the long-standing opposition
from the left raises serious doubts
about any long-term congressional
commitment to the Star Wars

with agreements reached if the SOl
potential did not remain in Ameri
can hands.
There is - and has been - an

Gorbachev alone was responsible
for lack of an agreement and that
"finally in the end , . . the two
leaders decided that they just
weren't able to agree. At that
point, not being able to agree, we
adjourned ."
We remain encouraged by the
words of Gorbachev and Shultz as
they left Reykjavik; said Gorba

concept.

But any change in Reagan's
position now, rightly or wrongly, is
sure to be seen as weakness on his
part and exploited by the Soviets.
Where do we stand now? The
public perception of the Iceland
summit should be colored less by
the likes of White House Chief of
Staff Donald T. Regan and more
by the lilCes of Secretary of State
George P. Shultz.
Regan is the transplanted Wall
Street, take-it-or leave-it dealrnak
er: ''The Soviets are the ones that
refused to make the deal. It shows
them up for what they are. The
Soviets finally showed their hand."
Shultz is a lawyer who un
derstands negotiations, who un
derstands that neither Reagan nor

inherent danger in Reagan's use of
SOl as a bargaining chip: the
possibility SOl could be scuttled by
Congress.
Congress has already cut the
president's 1987 request for $5.3
billion for SDI by about one-third.
Moreover , Republican conserva
tives led by Dan Quayle of Indiana
in the Senate and Jack Kemp of
New York in the House are trying
to refocus SOL They say spending
a decade studying a space-based,
missile umbrella "is not politically .
feasible;" they instead want a
ground based system that could be
operational by the end of the
decade.

chev: "Let us not despair. I think

this meeting has brought us to a
very important

stage where we

understand where we are. . . I think
the need for a dialogue had be
come even greater, regardless of
how difficult that dialogue is. "
Said Shultz: "We will continue in

every way we can to pursue our .

agenda and to advance these caus

es the best we can and try to have a
constructive relationship . • '

Courtesy of Stockton Record

FOR SALE

GOING OUT OF DUSINE.SS FOR A
UTI1.E Wllll.E

MUST REDUCE INVENTORY BY 112
Gct'm while their still hot !

years in exchange for Reagon
abandoning SOl - and thus his
response - "This we could not
and will not do" - was not well
thought out.

The year 2000

Letters to the Editor

letters to the editor have been turned in to us which we
have been unable to print because the writer's left no name or address.
All letters must be accompanied by a name and address, and telephone
number if possible. Names can be withheld from publication upon

PAUL TOUW-PACIFICAN

eR �t dri nk and drive

Dear Editor:

ly. And everyone has heard or read
horror stories about drunk driving,
right? Then why hasn't it stopped?
Why do we still see people, every
weekend, driving after drinking?
Are people just waiting for the
DUI or the crash that says, "You
are not exempt?" Can we learn
from others' experiences, or do we
need our own, personal tragedy to
wake us up?
Nobody will tell you, " It's okay
to drink and drive." Everybody
knows that it is a bad idea, yet few
people apply this knowledge when
partying. You've been in the bar at
El Torito's for a couple of hours
two-year period there are 50,<XX> and now you want to go home.
stories all too similar to the one You know you've had too many to
above. Forty percent of these pre drive, but you don't know how else
ventable deaths are people under to get home. If this is the case, I
25 years old. In fact, alcohol suggest calling a taxi or a friend to
related accidents are the leading pi�.k you up. It may cost more and
cause of death of people between take longer, but when you look at
what could happen, it's worth both
1 5 and 24.
Everyone has seen advertise the money and the time.
Unfortunately, though, calling
ments that say don't drink and
drive. We've all heard statistics someone for a ride often brings up
another problem. Understandably,
;l!<::h as those mfntioned previous-

The police told the Morris' that
Ted, their only son, had no chance
of avoiding the crash. A car driven
by Tommy Pigage, 24, had veered
over the center line and hit Ted's
car head-on. Pigage, who suffered
a gash on his forehead, reeked of
liquor. Blood analysis showed a
.28 alcohol level. Ted, at 18, was
dead.
Unfortunately, pages and pages
can be filled with similar tragic
stories. Shocking numbers of inno
cent people of all ages are routinely
killed or seriously injured in alco
hol-related crashes every day. In a

no one wants to leave his car, be it
old or new, all night in some
parking lot in Stockton. If you call
a friend, ask' him to bring someone
to drive your car. If this seems like
a lot to ask of a friend at 3 a.m. on
a Friday morning, it is. But most
friends would rather pick you up
than see you risk killing yourself or
someone else. I know these sugges
tions don't seem very convenient
when your car sits temptingly out
side, but inconveniences become
easier to put up with when you
face what is at stake.
A better solution is forethought.
Avoid putting yourseff in a
situation in which you'll be forced
to either drive druttk or call for a
ride. Usually, when you go out,
you know whether or not you will
be drinking. If you plan on drin
king, fmd another way to go.
You're at a party on campus and
you've had too many beers. But
you live just off campus and you
can drive because you can handle
it. Right? Wrong! Realize that al
cohol, while decreasing your abili-

ty to drive, increases your confid
ence in your ability to "handle tt."
Therefore, while every beer you
drink makes you less and less able
to drive, each one causes you to
Jose a little more perspective. thus
making you more confident. And
more confidence means you'll take
more risks in driving.
You don't believe anything is
going to happen to you . _ .until it
does. Tommy Pigage didn't think
he was going to kill anybody. But
he did, as do some 25,<XX> others
every year. In fact, I'm sure most
of us know someone who's been
involved in an alcohol-related
crash. Unlike other crimes, on one
plans these. The "criminals" are
usually respectable citizens who are
otherwise law-abiding. No matter
what Tommy does, he can't erase
the fact that he killed an 18 year
old boy_ Causing the death of an
innocent person is certainly not
something with which you would
want to live with, so why take the
chance?

.r------- -- ---- · -------

pacific talks
� Year Senior
Computer Engineering

• • •
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Dara Kretschmer

Do you know what the ASUOP Senate is and what it does?
Tommi Wacker
Freshman
Communications

Jose Avila
Senior
Psychology

Sean Russell

A group of different repre

•

The Senate is a body that
tries to make legislation for
tlte students. They are a
bunch of kids who are inter·
ested in serving the student
body_. _ Tl!ey do a lot of
budget work.

S

Prlm Walten
Sophomore
Communications

I would assume that they
have control over the activ
ities within the school. They
don 't publicize much. I saw
a poster.JJnetime but I didn 't
kno w what it was about.

sentatives from clubs, organi
zations and schools. Their
purpose is to bring the
general student body to
gether and address. the gener
al issues that need to be acted
upon .

Scott Arnett
Freshman
Engineering

I have no idea what they
I've never paid much
attention to them. They organ
ize the store. I guess they are
the voice of the students. If
the students want change,
ASUOP is basically the
organization for them
to talk to.
are.

They probably represent
the studen t body. They
probably advise the activities
. council and aid them financially. They vote fo; things
they feel the student's should
have.

I
I
I
I

I
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By Peter Johnson

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT :

1

•

Have you ever c:oDJidered bcin& an extra in a movie? Now's your
bJa c:bance! 1bcre will be an op111 c.dD& all for paid extra parta in a
movie to be filmed here in Stockton. Critically acclaimed direaor.
WIDiam Friedkin (Tire EJa:Jrcisl, The French Connection), in associa
tioa with Rampage Productions. wiD be holding this cast caD TODAY
ONLY!
'J'bey're IQoldna for Cldr8J of aD ethnic and age types.
Wbere: 1be S1ocktoD HDton, l323 Grand Canal; enter on the north
March LaDe. (Room 142)
, ThundaY . October 16. 2-6 p.m and 8-l()p.m.
Today
Wben:
What to brina: a rec:cat mapsbot of yourself, and a pen or pencil.

Guest Writer

S

••

side, fadna
CONCBRTS:

'ftNetl wiD appear with special auest at tbe Fox Theatre toniaht at
7:30. 11c1ceta are Sl l -'0/seneral admissloa.

theatre in
..,._, � will be at the Shoreline Amphi
at 8 p.m.
18,
r
Octobe
y.
Saturda
on
loa
with
Nel
Bob
MoantaiD View
Tickets are S17.50 rescmd . S 15.50 1awn

•

.

.

Bell1l tlc:kets are on sale now at the University Box Off�ee. They're
j.WYlD8 at the Spanos Center on Sunday, Oct. 19 at 8 p.m. lickets are
t
$14.50/0eneral Admission. and $1 2.50 for students . . .

t!

SWft Willwood and Uftl 42 wiU be at Ute Shoreline Amphitheatre in
Mountain View on Saturday, October 2S, at 8 p.m. Tickets are

t
�
:l
: F�.

$16.50/raemd , $14.50/lawn. . .

:!

!

Tbe Cole Porter classic . Anythllw Goa, closes its run at The Lon& t
1bcatre this weekead with 8 p.m. performances on Thursday, Friday t
+
and SaturdaJ m,bts. Admission Ia 56/general, $3/Students, Staff 8DCl
UOP D� :

i

inging, dancing, and double
entendre are the bill of fare
the voyage of the SS American, in
the Drama Department's produc
tion of Anything Goes, directed by
Darrell C. Persels. This Cole Por
ter favorite was presented with
exuberance to an equally energetic
crowd in Long Theatre on Satur
day night, October 1 1 .
1\e lights come up to the strains
of a brief overture, as the actors
are introduced in the manner of a
Love Boat episode, framed by
personalized life preservers. They
then waste no time in encasing the
audience in the complex web of
romance, disguise, and mistaken

:

identity.
Rita Litchfield is Reno Sweeney,
evangelist-turned-nightclub-singer,
traveling to London with her four
angels. Rita's strong voice was at
the forefront of many a Cole
Porter standard, particularly shin
ing on "Take Me Back to Manhat-

tan . .

.

Joining Litchfield in the show's

i

the Top" is
first song , "You're
narren Davis as the angelic broker,
who has stow�
Billy Crocker,
keep watch on his
to
order
away in
the cherubic
end,
girlfri
r
e
form
Hope Harcourt, played by Elaine
Booth . Hope is traveling with her
fiBJlce, the pompous Sir Evelyn
Oakleigh, played by John Florek,
and her dreary old mother, played
by Echo Rozzi. Davis and Booth
work well as the infatuated couple,
both utilizing well-trained voices.
Their love duet, "All Through the
Night", .howev� , seemed rather
cold and lJllpBSStve.
Strong performances were turned
in by Colin Thomson and Heather
Stokes as gangsters Moonface
Martin and Bonnie. Thomson
has a field day as tbe upwardly
mobile criminal , too good-hearted
and/or inept to ever rise any higher
than Public Enemy Number Thir
teen. Stokes is suitably talented as
the girlfriend of Public Enemy 1 ,
belting the bubbly sentiments of
"Heaven Hop" and " Let's Step
Out" with great effect.
Plot development is of minor
imoortance in what is trankly a

The UOP Drama Department is proud to anounce its frrst +
+
(hopefully) annual Pre--Halloween Costume Oearante Sale . What's
on sale? Hats, shoes , and lots of bizzare costume items. How much?
Prices are dirt cheap-startiag at 25 cents! Where? At the Long Theatre +
+ patio and Oreen Room. When? October 16, 1 -5 . . .0ctober 17, C)..S .
Don't miss it!

:
:

::
:

t

t

CONSERVATORY:

A few of the adors prepare for the musical • AnytldDg Goes' .

The University of the hdftc Symphony Orcbt!'tra will present its Fill
Concert on Tuesday. October 21 , at 8: 1 S p.m. in The Long Theatre.
t
1be four works presented will feature compositions by Bach, Moza�,
hip
Muscynski, and Kodaly. General admission will be a $2 scholars
donation, and will be free to UOP students.

i

:

.. . ... . .... ..

•
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•

+ Harry ADdtnCID , star of NBC's "Night Court," magician, ill�sio�ist,
-

DELTA CO LLEGE:

Ii

•

actor and flim-flam man, will be performing at Atherton Auditonum

t

S'IOCKTON NIGHTLIFE:

catch the Comedy at Shenaalgan's Comedy Club at the Stockton
Ramada. They've got the best in stand-up humor every Friday and

Saturday night at 8 and 10:30 p.m. There's a SS cover charge, and •
reservations are required. Phone 474-3301 for more details.

t OUT OF TOWN:

�
i:
i!

Mario Fratti's Vktlm is a psychological tbriUer which will be staged at
the Wtllows Theatre in Concord, beginning October 24. Tickets are $9
Adults, and S8 Seniors, students, handicapped. Call (415) 671)-3535
t
for dates, times , and reservations.

t

i

uc Theatre:

Tonight: S�«twr. 6 and 9 p.m . . . Friday thru Sunday: HflMIIh ll1ld Htr
SI.Jters, 6 and 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, 3, 6 and 9 p.m. on
� nw � - 9 p.m. oruy...

cCatdl the " ...."
... Collaecdoa.," a progressive new wave format
f� D.J .'s Laura and Eric G., on Sunday nights, lOp.m. to mid- t

nlalu...
•
.. ..................................�

K i rkwood Ski Resort is seeking qual ified , service
oriented employees for the 86/87 season.

SEASONAL POSITI O N S AVAILABLE:

�

A!

:i
:: . Hot spot hits town

on Saturday, October 1 8, at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are $12.50. call t
.+
474-S l lO for details.

:
:
!
i:
� =�:

t

·�'

A guest artist, Paul Hicldang, bass baritone, will perform in Long +
Theatre on Monday, October 20, at 8 : 1 5 p.m. Admission will be a $2
scholarship donation, and will be free to UOP students.

.,

�

Roya Bauman and Jon Robinson pradke their Una before sbowdme.

By Mary Raffetto

Guest Writer·

S

tockton's newest nightclub,
Streamers, held its grand
opening the weekend of September
19th at The Warehouse, attracting
hundreds of people to the 445 W.
Weber location.
Part of the big attraction was the

enta1ainmc:nt

provided by the Cali·

fornia Centerfolds, who tantalized
the wild crowds with a fashion
show and a variety of dances
ranging in costume from slinky
sweethearts to be-bopping beach
bunnies. After their performance,
the girls held an autograph session
and gave away free posters.
Later, some of Stockton's own
beauties contended for first place
in Streamer's Cover Girl Contest.
The winner received a portfolio
photo session valued at SSOO.
Guests at the city's hottest hot

spot rocked to high energy dance
music and were dazzled by the
high-tech laser-style lighting, and
unique drink specials. Those in
clined to dine were treated to
Italian and continental cuisine at
Nona's, Streamer's down-stairs re
sturaunt and bar, which overlooks
the beautiful waterfront.
Upstairs, UOP students com
mented, "This is what Stockton
needs -- a classy place that really
hops."
"Until now, our options were
limited to a very few places (bars
and nightclubs) on March Lane,"
said another student.
A waitress at the grand opening
said, "People an; flocking here,
and they like what they see . . .
They'll keep comirlg back."
Streamers also features "Ladies'
Night Out" every Wednesday
night with top male burlesque
dancers for entertainment .

USER FRIE

LY.

When you need copies quickly and

-clerical

hassle-free, see us at Kinko's. Our self
service copiers arc very easy to usc and
give you the gr<..-at q uality, inexpensive

-house keepers

-account;ng

-pl\rk l ng attendants

-sk i school

copies you expect.

- l i f t operators

-eq u i p. operators

-food service

-ticket checkers

-ski patrol

-ticket sellers

-ski rental

-Bldg. mai ntenance

-ski mechanics

KI RKWO O D SKI R ESORT

35 m i . south of Lk Tahoe on Hwy 88
For further information contact:
Kirkwood, P . O . Box 1 , Kirkwood, CA 95646

(209} 258-6000

An Equal Opportunity F.mployer

pressive amounts of volume and
energy. The choreography

high

was consistently imaginative and
exciting and even involved the
entire cast in the Act I fmale tap
number.

Balance

was

generally

good wi\h th� $1WI� pit OJ:®estfA'
Anything Goes will be per·

formed October 16-18, Thursday
to Saturday at 8 p.m., $3 for
Students, UOP staff and faculty,
$6 General Admission; a real bar
gain for the entertainment value.

from the editor. . .

ATTENTION EVERYONE!
Campus S potlight' wi l l sta rt next week, but I sti ll
need poems a nd/or suggestions for outsta n d i ng
students and facu lty . Please contact me at The

PacificaJJ..

YOU'RE

W O RT H

G OLD
,, ,

------.

.

$35 0FF OR
A FREE $50 NECKLACE
WHEN YOU BUY 14K GOLD

,

Reward yourse lr with a 14K gold ArtCa
rved ring. and we'll take S35 off
.
ll'i pnce or �u'"e you a $50 neckla
ce free
J">ur Representative is on \:arnpu
� with disting�ished trodit�nal
a
comempora1 Y �tylcs- each backed by
a Full Lifetime Warro�nty.

H I R I N G CLINICS

Saturday, October 1 1 th & October 25th
9:00 A . M . at the Red C l i ffs ( Main) Lodge

vehicle for Cole Porter's hit songs ,
but it is sufficient to say people go
about in disguise, swap swee
thearts, and everyone ends up
more or less happy in time for the
rousing finale .
The chorus deserves m�t �n, 1\S
does the ingenious set on which
they dance and sing. Representing
the bow of the ship, an upper deck
and revolving set are used to depict
both on and below-deck scenes.
The small chorus summoned im-

956

R obin hood Dr.
O pen 24 Hou rs
957-1 204
W.

..

liRTQlJMR

�·Oct.2Sth. 1�2:(1)
1ho:tay and Friday, Ott.

• z --

1�17th. 104:00
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Be
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gram, which will eventually be
open to beginning writers across
the U.S., will expand beyond .Cali
fomia nt:Xt year to extend eligibili
ty to writers in Texas, Pennsvlvani
a, New York, New Jersey and the
New England states.

T

Yle

the new program possible; Julian
Blaustein. Chairman of the Aca

1

1

deiJ1y's Nicholl selection commit
tee· and many of the members of
tb; Academy's Writers Branch
whO served as judges in the compe
tition.
Kanin reported that the compe
tmoo. open in this "pilot" year only
to California college students com
pleting their undergraduate · or gra
duate degrees, had received 99
entries. The three winners were
selected based on samples of past
writing, together with a description
of the feature-length script each
propo� to complete durins . the
fellowship year.
Anders, a UCLA fllm school
graduate originally from Ashland,
Kentucky, delayed starting her col
lege career until she was 28 and
bad two children. Oontz is a
Hollywood native who has previ
ously concentrated more on writin& for the stage. He recently
received an MFA in Playwriting
from UCLA. Eugenides too turned
to screen writing comparatively
late in his academic career, having
concentrated more on poetry, thea
trical drama and short fiction in
both his undergraduate work at,
Brown and in his Stanford masters
program.

The Nicholl Fellowships were
established as a way of identifying
talented new screenwriters and al
lowing them to concentrate exclu
sively on their craft for a year
without the need to support them
sel¥(1s with other- •work:·The J,ro-•
a
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Are you a writer. · r·

The 35th annual BMI Awards to Student Composers competition
will award $15,000 to young composers, BMI President and CEO
Frances W. Preston announced today. She added that the deadl,ine for
entering the 1986-87 competition, which is co-sponsored by the BMI
foundation, will be Tuesday, February 10, 1987.
Broadcast Music, Inc. is the largest music licensing organization in
- l:mnes m�ts! b<;: postr.1arked by !:mu�� � �- 1')�7 :':-!ail ' o: Creative
the world, representing over 82,000 writers and publishers. More than
Writing Contest, c/o Manteca Arts Council, PO Box 1 52, Manteca,
50 percent of the music played on American radio stations in the past
CA, 95336.
year licensed by BMI. It also has reciprocal agreements with 39 foreign
- No originai manuscripis. 011ly clean, photu�opied entries will lx
performing rignts licensing organizations around the world, making its
accepted. Entries will not be returned and should be typed on 8 1/2 in.
music available there and representing foreign music in this country.
X 1 1 in. paper .
,
Each year BMI sponsors a variety of workshops and seminars
- Enclose a 3 in. X 5 in. flle card thJtt includes name, age group
designed to encourage participation in all areas of music.
(under 18, over 18), address, telephone number and category (fiction,
BMI established the a'Yards program in 195 1 in cooperation with
non-fiction, poetry). Prizes are awarded in two age groups, three
music educators and composers. The contest is designed to encourage
categories.
young composers in the creation of concert music and, through cash
prizes, to aid in continuing their musical education. The prizes, which
- Prizes: First $25, Second $10, and Third $5. Certificates to
vary from $500 to $2,500, are awarded at the discretion of the final
honorable mention entries.
judging panel. To date, 314 students, ranging in age from 8 to 25 have
- Winning entries will be published in a special section of The
received BMI awards.
Manteca News. To reserve a postpaid copy of the section, include $1
The 1986-87 competition is open to students who are citizens or
with entry. Winning entries over 6,000 words may be edited.
- Prizes will be awarded in mid-February, 1987.
permanent residents of the Western Hemisphere including North,
- Judging will be done by Writers Dialogue INN and distinguished
Central and South America and Carribbean Island nations, and who
professional writers, including novelist Louise Moeri of Manteca and
are enrolled in accredited secondary schools, colleges or conservatories
or are engaged in private study with recognized and established
poet Michael Ford of Modesto.
teachers anywhere in the world. Contestants must be under 26 years of
\..
age on December 3 1 , 1986. There are no limitations as to
""' instrumentation, stylistic consideration or length of work submitted.
Students may enter no more than one composition, which need nc>t
have been composed during the year of entry. Compositions, which
are entered under pseudonyms, are considered by a preliminary panel
of judges before going to a fmal panel. In the 1985-86 competition, 1 5
winners ranging in age from 18 to 25 were presented awards at a
reception at the St. Regis-Sheraton Hotel in New York City on May
14, 1986.
onday, October 20, 1986 murals in Sacramento, San FrancisOfficial rules and entry blanks for the 1986-87 competition are
UOP Gallery will open an co, Vallejo, and other locations.
available from Barbara A. Petersen, Director, BMI Awards to
There wiU be an opening recepexhibition of sculpture by San
Student Composers, 320 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019.
Horace tion on Saturday, October 25,
artist;
Francisco
from 6-8 p.m., in the UOP GallerWashington. The exhibit will run
y. Mr. Washington will be present
throul!h November 14.
t-1r Washington's exhibition, to answer questions about his ································· � · �
'
entitled "Mask Series," com!'ri�eo; work, also there will be a special '
.
work completed over the past 12 video presentation about the
years. "These works, cast. in bron- "Mask Series" that was shown
re, terra cotta, plaster or cement,
previously on PBS. Wine and hors
convey a quality of arttiquity while de orves wiU be served, admission
portraying the personalities of liv- is free and the public is jnvited.
The UOP Gallery is located on
ing human beings. " "The masks
have been described as being remin- the second floor of the University
iscent of a broad range of cultures, Center. Gallery hours are: Mort
including Egyptian, African, Gre- day, Wednesday, Friday 9-5 p.m.;
•
co-Roman, pre-Columbian and Tuesday, Thursday 9-8 p.m.; Sunday 3-8 p.m.
oceanic."
For information/directions call
Mr. Washington has completed
t.
4
·· � .
...
·' .,
(
large commission "SCUlptures and �1209)946.2814.
············ •
·

David Richter
to play agai n
this Su nday

New gal lery a rt show
will not mask message

M

Guitarist - David Richter perfor
med to a standing-room-only
crowd of enthusiastic students and
locals last week in Morris Chapel
as part of the University's ReSident
Artist Series. If you were not
fortunate enough to hear this extra
ordinary young artist, Mr. Richter
will be performing thts Sunday
morning (October 19) at the 18th

·

Annual Unitarian Fall Arts Festi
val . This 45 minute recital will

begin at 10:30 a.m. and is only two
blocks south of the UOP campus
(First Unitarian Church, T/37 Pa
cific Ave. at Bristol St.). Since
seating is limited, and considering
his last recital, come early, unless
you don't mind standing. AdmisJ.
Slbrt"is ft�: '

•

_Or a composer?

Manteca - The Manteca News and Writers Dialogue INK join M1
sponsoring a Creative Writing Contest for students and residents of
San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties. The Manteca News is a 9-year
old, twice-weekly publication . Writers Dialogue INK is a Manteca
based group of writers affiliated with the Manteca Arts Council.
Rul�:
.

The International House Berke
ley has received special funding for
a "Very Special Arts Project,"
which allqws foreign students,
scholars and their spouses to at. tend the National Theatre of the
Deaf perforritance at a special rate.
The National Theatre of the Deaf,
winners of the Tony Award for
Theatrical Excellence, will be per
forming ''The Heart is a Lonely
Hunter, in Berkeley, October 17.
The Office of International Pro
grams is organizing transportation
and plans for attending the play
and visiting the International
House Berkeley. Any students who
are interested should contact Chris
tine at the Office of International
Services, 946-2246.

Be A
.
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I H B cutti n g
rates· for a few

aPkU atttndOO by Mrs. Gee Nicholl,
whose giffto the Academy. made

'

!
!
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Extras Neede d !

·

Open casti ng call today
a nd tonight only. See the
Ch u ck ? '
Up,
: ' What 's
colu m n on page 6 .

1
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When it cOmes to c ontests,

Academy gives awa rds
he Academy of Motion Pic
ture Arts and Sciences an
nounced that three students from
california universities have been
selected as recipients of the first
oon and Gee Nicholl Fellowships
in Screenwriting. The fellowships,
which will provide each of the
t}lree with $20,000 for living ex
penses during the fellowship year,
were awarded to Allison Anders
and Dennis Clontz, both of
UCLA. and to Jeffrey Eugenides
f Stanford.
0 Academy Foundation President
FaY Kanin formally introduced the
wmners at a Tuesday ·evening re
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Conc ern u p on d ate ra p e

•

By Robyn Bullard
Featu re Ed1 tor

aggression while dating.
Because it deals with people
t was herfirst college party.
previously acquainted in some way
The beer jloweafreely and
or another, date rape is one of the
she had much more to drink than
most touchy su�jccts to discuss
she had planned. It was h0t and
This doesn't unply that iatmg
crowded and the party spread out
should be stopped altogether, but
-''1 over the house, so that when · many colleges are feeling the need
"'
three men asked her to go upstairs,
for increased awareness of the
she went with them. They took her
probl em, for both men and

I

University of Mexico, be was de
sperate for a job. The economic
Staff Wnt•r
situation in Mexico, the political
"I am grateful to the United exile, and the red tape of the
States. It is without a doubt, the Mexican government made it el
land of opportunity, '' stated An- trandy difficult to find work.
drea F. Rodripez.
Due to the situation , Rodripla
With tbe braid aDd exciting went to HumlaiO, Puerto Rico
backpoUDd of bdna a native Cu- where he taught for a year and a
By Robyn Gillon

of Physics in English. He wrote to
UOP, looked on the map to see
where Stockton was, and with the
recommendation of some friends,
to bia thesis.
be came to UOP.
l>urioa his time at Havana UniHe began at UOP in the Elbert
versity, Roclri&ue't was very in- Covell College and then moved to
volved polidc:ally, in student uni- tbe CoiJeBe of the Pacific in the
ons and was even Vice President of Physics Department.
the orpnization for awhile.
Rodriguez has been the chairHe obtained his Doctorate from man of the Physics Department
Havana University in Physical and a professor of Physics since
Chemistry in 19 ..
1964.
One of Rodn
's more excitRodriguez has travelled extening experimcrs was his participa- sivdy tbr()Uihout Latin America
tion in the Cuban revolution when working for UNESCO , organizing
Castro overthrew Batista.
a Physics department in Columbia,
When Rod.risuez completed his and visiting such places as Ecua
schooling, the job opportUnities dor. and Costa Rica.
were extremely limited due to the
RodJi8trz also woOc� for NA·
previous takeover of the governSA at the Aimes Research Center
ment.
in the Bay Area on Applied PhysAfter teaching Physics in high ics and Low TemperatUre Physics.
school, Rodriguez worked with a
He was a distinguished recipient
professor at Harvard University as of the Alex G. Spanos Award in
a Teaching Assistant . At this time, 1979, which is quite an honor.
he decided he wanted to switch to
Rodriguez has written many
Physics.
books in his career dealing with
He then went to Argentina for Physics. He wrote one for the U.S.
post-graduate work in Physics. He Atomic Energy Commission on
attended the Institute of PhYSics in peaceful uses of Atomic Energy.
Barilochi in Argentina for a few
We are fortunate to have such a
months and then returned to dedicated, intellectual, wellCuba.
educated professor here at UOP.
Upoo anivins in CUM, Rodri
guez could feel the effects of the
communist takeover and saw
Russian flags all around.
"I think it was a well-planned
takeover, •' stated Rodriguez.
He was then appointed to the
position of Minister of Education
in Havana which meant he was the
supervisor of all high schools in
Cuba.
Because of the chaotic situation
with the communist takeover,
Rodriguez decided that he would
try to leave. He was denied at fu-st,
but with special permission, he wu
given a scholarship to pursue post.
graduate work at the Institution of
Physics, a National University of
Mexico.
Later, he was joined by his wife
of several months and upon
finishin his
uate work at the
a, Rodriguez continued on there
for three years doina his graduate
work, which entailed a thesis and
sittiDa in oo classes that pertained

•

I ntern ation al Offic e u pd ate
International Students Association
ISA will hold its rust Coffee House of the year on Thursday,
�ober 23 at 7 p.m. m the Bechtel International Center. The evening
will f�ture the Chinese culture presented by "llf Associated
.
lnternattonal Chmese
Students. Chinese delicaci�· and cultural
entenainment � be p ovided free to all. Don't mtss this exciting
�
voyage to the Orient. This program is sponsored by ASUOP .
International Council
The Inte�tional Council held its first meeting
of the year on
Octo� _ 14 m t�e Bechtel International Center.
The International
Cou�cil ts organized ttu:ough the Office of Interna
tional Services and
consts� �f representattves from the various
international/cultural
organ tions, ASU P,
�
�
�pus living groups and UPBEAT. The
Council s �urpose 1S to mcrease campus wide
communication in
regards to mternational activities, events and awaren
ess. If you feel
your club o! r�tion shouJd be includ
�
ed in the Council, please
. t Chnstme m the Bechtel Int
contac
ernational Center at 946-2246.

• •

into the bedroom, locked the door
and f}eRan to undress her. Groggy
with alcohol, her feeble protests were
iRnored as the three men raped her.
When they finished, they put her
in the hallway, naked, locking her
clothes in the bedroom.(Ocurred at

ban and involved in his country, half.
Rodriauez has a tremendous
He then decided it was time for a
amount of knowledae and experi- transition to the U.S. He attended
ence in his field as well as in a convention in New York with the
Ameriam Physical SocietY. He
politks .
Rodri&uez attended Havana Un- interviewed with three schools

ivenity in Cuba where he did his which offered him jobs.
� work in Chemistry.
Before he left the meeting, be
After completing the five year lcamcd that UOP needed a physicundergraduate program at Havan- ist in Spanish as well as a professor

Alaballl8 said that they'd had
·"some experience" with sexual

·

a small eastern liberal arts college.)
Date rape, also referred to as
acquaintance rape, is becoming a
more frequent occurence in the
world of crime. Because it occurs
primarily in the 1 5-24 year old age
group, colleges are prime targets.
The scenario, at a college or
elsewhere, is often the same as the
incident described above, although
many times, only one male is involved.
Date rape occurs on
almost every campus. Ninety-five
percent of the women recently surveyed at Auburn University of

It 's a l l
G reek to m e
By Eric Zimmerman
Staf! Wroter

T

his weekend the Greeks are
getting toned up to watch a
very exciting football game at
Fresno. Most of the Greeks are
renting buses for this event. Some
of the houses are meeting up with
their chapters in Fresno, but most
of them will interact with the
variety of fraterniti es and
sororities.
Greek interaction has long been
a goal of Panhellinic and IFC. This
weekend will expand the relations
to mare than the Greek organiza.
tions on campus. Lamda Chi Al
pha on the Fresno campus is
planning their annual watermelon
bust. This event involves all sorori
ty members participating in vari
ous games centered around water
melons, including a watermelon
toss, tag game, and obstacle
course. The ladies participating
from our campus include Alphi
Chi Omega, Delta Gamma, and
Kappa Alpha Theta. The weekend
conludes the game and an all
Greek party at the Lamda Chi
fraternity house.
Each month the presidents of
each Greek organization form a
small group to discuss the goals
and problems involving the func
tion of their chapter. This month it
will take place at the Alpha Kappa
Lambda house today, October 16.
This meeting forms a cooperative
bond to help the Greek system to
work. The discussions mostly per
tain to chapter relations, public
relations, and cooperative effort
during rush. This is the heart of the
Greek system and they are thinking
the ways to keep the blood flow
ing. The presidents of each house
are as follows: John Jepson, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon; Darrell Hall, Phi
Delta Theta; Stuart Tomlin, Phi
Delta Chi; Cary Kiest, Omega Phi
Alpha; Chris Woo of Kappa Psi;
Lambda;
Kappy
Elizabeth
Cemichelis, Alpha Chi Omega;
Kathy WaD, Delta Delta Delta; Sara
Donlon, Delta Gamma; May Wilhite
Delta Sigma Theta; Cathy Frisk
Kappa Alpha Theta.

women.

1be most difficult aspect of

date rape is the question, Where is
the line drawn between pressure
and rape? Rape is usually thought
of as 8 violent crime committed by
a stranger ; but in fact, according to
a National Crime Survey, more
than 40 percent of American
women raped each year are raped
by someone they know.
Pressure and rape are ob
viously two different things . Of
ten, however , women aren't sure
of this difference, and become
afraid to report the crime. This is
also many times the basis for the
man's plea of innocence . When the
two have been previously acquain
ted, the details become even more
difficult to sort out. Because so
many cases aren't reported, the
statistics are suspected to be lower

than they should be.

College women are more
vulnerable to date rape for two
They are away from
reasons:
home, many for the first time, and
are enjoying their newly found
freedom ; and they meet men at a
much more rapid rate than they
would in the real world, and often
develop more shallow relationships
simply for social reasons.
Date rape tends to happen on
the frrst, second or third date. The
further the relationship progresses ,
the more difficult it becomes to
identify an actual incidence of date
rape.
Date rape is often
more
traumatic for the woman than
being raped by a stranger, because
the crime was committed by
someone she trusted and knew.
Date rape is usually not as
violent as rape, with more verbal
abuse rather than physical abuse.
Because of this, many women in
volved in date rape are unaware of
what has happened to them.
Both men and women get
their wires crossed when it comes
to the subject of rape. In a society
obsessed with the never ending
quest for equality, rape becomes
more difficult to defme. Undoub
tedly, date rape is a problem in
stead of a common occurence , but
it is becoming a more prominent
concern at coUeges in cities all over
the United States. Perhaps, with
increased education and awareness
of the problem, date rape can be
controlled before it gets to be un
controllable.

Be l 8t e o n E t hi o p.i a
By Carl Pruitt

Guest Writer
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After giving a thumbnai
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geo
of Ethiopia's history,
ex
ete
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and dem ogr aph
ics the
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of
e
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troying
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er Emund
ent
the former governm
.
Selassie
peror Haile
.
are
Politically generated farrune�
d
one such tactic. Belete explame
to
n
give
ey
mon
that most of the
the
the Ethiopian government by
West for the purpose of feeding its
poor starving peasants never reach
es the peasants. Instead, most of
this money is used for other pur
poses like building a strong army
through the massive purchases of
Soviet weapons. "Famine is noth
ing new in Ethiopia but it has never
been like anything we have seen in
the last couple of years," said

Belete.
Currently, Ethiopians between
1 8 and 30 years of age are
conscripted into the army, but with
the present economic and political

turmoil, Belete srud, there ts no
way the economy can sustain such
a large economy. " Saving fOOd
and making provisions for the
starving masses is illegal. The gov.
ernment has decreed, "It is a
capital offensive to save food. "
TctTllrism is another tactic the
Marxists have used quite effective.
ly against the peasants. "The East
Germans have already stationed'
about 12 terrorist organizations in
Ethiopia," said Delete . The Marx.
ists are making a concentrated
effort at practicing "subversion,

domination, and inflltration· to con

quer Africa. " As in any Marxist
the
takeover,
revolution ary
freedoms of the Ethiopians are
being destroyed .
Delete left Ethiopia in 1977 after
he was given orders by the Mengis.
tu regime to exterminate thousands
' of his fellow Ethiopians. He re
flJSed to carry out the orders and
then fled the country to escape
punishment. He has served as a
colonel in the Ethiopian army, a
special commando, a weapons
training officer, a battalion com
mander, and a commandment in the

Ethiopian Marine Corps.
The qualifications for Belete's
zealous and informative missiona- _,_ __
ry message include his degrees in
geography and military science
from Haile Selassie University. He EaiP
also graduated from the National
Defense Academy and the Com
mand and Staff College in Ethio[>ia.

U O P c l u bs : j o i n o n e !
By Robyn Bullard
Feature E�1tor

s another school year begins ,
many students are telling
themselves the same thing: 'You
need to get involved , to meet more

A

people. But how ! '

Well, why not join a club? The
University offers over 100 campus
grouJ>S and organizations, in addi
tion to numerous honor and reeog
nition societies. The clubs come in
all sizes and forms, offering
something for everyone.
For example, RHA, (Residence
Hall Association), is devoted to
improving life, as we know it, in
the residence halls. Throughout the
year, RHA plans various activities.
The most famous of these activities
is the Treasure Hunt, in which
clues are given for a week, leading
up to a climactic seek-and-find.
RHA also sponsors dances, the
Roommate game, and RHA Day
at a chosen football game.
SAMS (Students Against Multi
ple Sclerosis) is also a growing
campus organization.
The Anderson Y, UOP's YM
CA-YWCA, provides many jobs
for students both voluntary and
paid. They also provide students
�th activities such as retreats, pro
Jects for campus and community

service, and individual advice for
all concerns.
Intramural sports take place all
year round, corresponding to their
respective seasons. These include � -....
badminton, indoor soccer , bow·
ling, volleyball, basketball, soft- •-• r- ........

ball, and tennis. Check with your
resident assistance and in the main
gym for schedules.
Other athletic clubs include the
UOP lacrosse club, crew club, ski
club (be sure to read the article 011
that also!), running club, water ski
club, and cycling club.
Language clubs are offered for
each language in UOP's curricu
lum. The activities include visits to
events corresponding with the
particular language's culture, seminars, speeches, and others.
Numerous religious clubs are of
fered for all backgrounds as well
as academic clubs such ' as the
physics club, math club, and busi
ness club.
Th�re are many more to be
mentioned. With this large varie
ty
of clubs, there are no excuses
for
�ot joining one, and becoming
mvolved with the campus
life.
Qubs are a great way to improve
oneself, ones knowledge, and
also
a great way to meet people.
So
what are you waiting for?
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The men of Phi Delta Theta
warmly welcomed 28 new Lady
Phi's into their chapter. This is the
last of all the little sisters that
became Greek this year. This has
been a great year for little sisters
and the Greeks welcome you all!
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Champs suffer rare defea t

DGER TRACKS

------ ----

,,
ThursdaY. October 16
Water polo hosts UC Santa Barbara

Thompson

Spurts Editor

By Bria n

formance in Kalamazoo ,

gan.

Michi

win over Pepperdine at the UCLA
NIVT. Dunning was also voted the
1985 NCAA Division I Coach-of
the-Year by Volleyball Monthly.
On the brighter side of all the
action in volleyball, sophomore
middle blocker Elaina Oden was
selected to the NIVT All
Tournament team last weekend, an
honor she received for the second
straight season.
Pacific is now ranked no. 2 by
the Collegiate Volleyball Coaches
Association. On Friday, December
18 Pacific, the 1985 NCAA Cham
pions, will host this season's

NCAA Final Four. The 1986
NCAA Final Four will be held in
the A.G. Spanos Center. On Sun
day, following the NIVT, Pacific
traveled to Cal State Fullerton apd
defeated the Titans in three str8.igftt
""
matches 15-6, 15-13, 15-6.
In addition, Pacific was victori
ous in an exhibition match last
Tuesday evening as host against
Athletes in Action. The fmal score
was 15-13, 15-1 1 , 8-15, 15-1 1 with
the Campus Crusade for Christ
group winning one set in the
match.

The Tigers had forced a classic
he University of the Pacific five-game struggle in their loss to a
volleyball team appeared to strong BYU team in the semifinals.
7:30 p.m.
be on the path toward success last By working feverishly to rally back
weekend, but things are not always from a pair of large deficits in
what they appear. Pacific's games four and five for 16-14 and
volleyball team started out by 18-16 Brigham Young won in the
blazing a path of destruction on fmal two games.
the first day of the UCLA
Then, the Tigers were ready to
National Invitat ional in Los take 'a beating to UCLA in the
Angeles. At the outcome of the match for third. But UCLA pro
NIVT the Tigers found themselves ved that they had other ideas in
capturing a fourth place finish in beating the Tigers 15-1 1 , 15-12,
the tournament.
5-15, 3-15, 15-9 in the fmal match
, The first day of competition was of the NIVT.
Oolf at Stanford Fall Tournament
highlighted by Pacific defeating
Pacific was repeating history
sunday, October 1 9
Oregon, Fresno State, and Pepper when they lost two matches
dine in pool play. Cal Poly-San straight. Not since the 1983 Fmal
Field Hockey at Cal Invitational
Luis Obispo was then stomped by Four when the Tigers placed
()ctober 20-21
the defending National Collegiate fourth competing against UCLA
Golf hosts Robertson H<imes Collegiate Invitational
Athletic Association champion and Stanford had Pacific lost two
Friday, October 24
Tigers in a three-game rout in the straight games.
quarterfmals.
Once again, Pacific repeated
Block P Annu� Banqgpt at StQi:kton I:Jilton
The Tiger's record is currently history when they lost two matches
16-3 overall and 5-1 in the PCAA. in the same day. The last time a
HOMFroMING IS OCTOBER 25
Pacific's loss to Brigham Young Tiger team lost twice in the same
University 15-8, 12-15, 7-15, 16-14, day was in the 1981 season when
18-16 in the semifmals foresha Pacific turned the trick at two
different times including the UC
dowed more of the same.
The
Tiger's
loss to BYU brought LA-NIVT (Utah State and Hawaii)
Pacifjc Football maintained most of its' POsitions among
the
to a close a pair of Tiger streaks and the San Jose State-Spartan
S.doolal leaders statistic.ally The Tigers remain seven
which has established new stan Shops Invitational (Cal Poly-SLO
th nationally in
Jiashins, averaging 282.5 Y� per,.game. UOP is 15th nationally on
dards. BYU ended the Tigers' and Stanford). It was also the first
15-match win steak which had time a John Dunning-coached Pa
.::. ..-...,.. rettirns� 16th in t<;>tal offense, 17th in scoring an.d 28th in
begun following Pacific's season cific team had lost two matches on
t1111bins defense.
opening loss to UC Santa Barbara, the same day. Both previous occur
and which now stands as the rences were under the direction of
second longest streak in Tiger former head coach and current
•
•
H)*tlt Football T.V. Revenue Drops Sharply Apparently bec:am�ll! history, just two shy of the all-time United States National Coach Ter
ry Liskevych.
mark of 17 sets in 1983.
of games on T.V. since the Supreme Court in 1984 freed
hPacific's Dunning enters the
The loss also ended a new school
to cut their own T.V. deals, national broadcast and cable
!i!C
bo
ols
·
and individual advice f<r
record of 16 consecutive road wins three-match homestand at 52-6 in
�ieoues
to schools fell from $74.2 million in 1983 to $52.7 million
ncem .
dating back to the last four road his second season with the Tigers.
fall, a Wall Street Journal report revealed last week.
lntramuraJ sports take place aD
matches of last season, including Dunning reached his 50th win last
round, corresponding to their
their national championship per- Friday in Pacific's two-game pool
ive seasons. These include
season. The e will be
week will see the enlof the
dminton, indoor soccer, bow·
The negative responses to the
sood games played as the champions of the leagues are deter
li , volleyball, basketball, soft·
new system mostly focused on the
is gQing well and should wind up this
tournament
tennis
The
I , n d tennis. Check with yOii
fact that journals could no longer
(continuedfrom page 2)
The badminton toUmament, on September 26th, was a big suc
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Friday, Octobet 1 7
Volleyball hosts CSU Long Beach
Water Polo hosts UC Davis
Field Hockey at Cal Invitational
Golf at Stanford Fall Tournametn
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